Ford ranger 1979

Poised to evolve with constantly If you have any questions about this Solid truck with automatic
transmission, roll-bar, brush-guard and its a 4x4. Not quite a full-fledged collectable, it
nonetheless remains a stylish, handsome truck in great colors that can still earn its Classic
looks meet massive big block power on this Ford F Ranger XLT to create an attractive vintage
pickup at one of the most affordable prices around. The Ranger XLT package was created to
showcase a very stylish pickup. This is a classic 4x4 for true truck people. So look over the
features on this one, because if you love trucks, this one will It is in very good condition with a
solid body and minimum rust. Tires were new when I got it about 2 years ago from a family
member. Has been my daily driver Not quite a full-fledged collectable, it nonetheless remains a
stylish, handsome truck This car is a remarkable survivor in every way. A collectors dream. It is
one of the cleanest Broncos on the market. A testament to the dedication and love for the truck!
It is the original Ford Jade So look over the features on this one, because Sort By. Date recent
Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Ford ford ranger. Sort by Date recent Price highest
first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Longview, WA. Tempe, AZ. Make offer. Atherton, IN.
Belgrade, MT. Nashville, TN. Gray Court SC. Lithia Springs, GA. Concord, NC. Calabasas, CA.
Austin, TX. Other Ford Models. Make Ford. Model F Selling my F This truck was fully restored a
few years back. It is not a show truck, but I have shown it quite a bit and it always draws a
crowd. It is a very nice driver quality vehicle. I never really worked with it minus moving light
loads. Has a few small blemishes around the body but nothing major. It's a factory V8, C6
automatic trans and 9" rear end. Not sure of the rear end ratio. I think it's somewhere around a
3. It is highway speed friendly and gets decent gas mileage for an old truck. Trans was rebuilt
when I bought the truck, but I have no paperwork for it. The factory engine spun a bearing. It
now has a fresh built '68 block with less than 5k miles on it. Trucks odometer reads almost 65k
but I'm not sure the actual miles. Most of the drivetrain is new and the chassis is in great shape.
Edelbrock aluminum heads and intake with edelbrock carb. Mild cam. Unsure of the spec
honestly. Has a nice sound. Long tube headers into flow master super 44's that exit in front of
the rear wheels. Still has factory AC. Converted to an electric radiator fan. Originally the truck
was burgundy and white sides. I used factory ford paint codes for the silver and black but to my
knowledge these trucks were only available with black as the base and silver sides. Has a reese
hitch receiver, sprayed in silver bed-liner, full tri-folding toneau cover on the bed, and air
shocks in the rear. The two negatives that I can say for the truck are the headers and the
wheels. They've started to rust. As you can see, the clean up pretty well and if you maintain
them, they look good. Just a disappointment. I won't likely be buying cragars in the future. Not
the quality they once were. I believe theres only about K on them. Thanks for looking. Happy to
answer any questions. Buyer to arrange pick-up or shipping. Please contact me before hand if it
you are unable to have the vehicle picked up within 7 days of sale. No rattles, no squeaks,
stable on the road, sits at 80mph all day long, very solid and comfortable truck. Door skin patch
panels included in sale. Rebuilt Ford fuel injected 5. GT40P heads, std bore, BBK headers, runs
strong estimated hp based on engine build components. Exhaust is a modified Mustang
exhaust, it has a nice loud rumble, sounds great, but looks a little rough, it has also developed a
small leak at the flange gasket on the shakedown drive but it's hardly noticeable at the moment.
Rebuilt Ford 9 inch, from a F so it's the same width as the Crown Victoria track, slotted and
grooved disc brake conversion with ceramic pads, new Strange 31 spline axles, highway 2.
Receipts Interior mostly complete but no headliner. There is a new Ranger dash surround, all
gauges and speedo work. Dash mat is cracked, but not too bad, seat has a couple of tears as
well, but is covered with the seat cover. Dynamatt extreme on the floor. All external chrome was
Powder Coated in "dark stainless", bumpers, door handles, grill etc, everything chrome is now
"Dark Stainless", color its the same color as the wheels. Clear title in hand. Truck is located in
Peoria IL and you can test drive, message me if you want to discuss anything or to arrange a
test drive and I'll provide my cell number so we can talk. I'm happy to assist with shipping or
freight if you arrange, zip code for pick up is IL. No warranty implied or expressed, sold as is.
You will not be disappointed with this truck. Please message me if you want to discuss more on
the truck or if you want to arrange a test drive. I am not saying it is original, as it could very well
be , With the appearance of the undercarriage, the engine compartment, interior, the power
behind the engine and the performance of the transmission I would not argue with someone if
they told me it was the original mileage. The truck comes equipped with a and an auto
transmission. After sitting for 2 weeks you can pump the gas 3 times and it will crank over and
start with out hesitation. The engine idles and runs perfectly. It sounds fantastic with the newer
dual exhaust. The horn, cruise, wipers, am radio, gauges, all lights and signals work as they
should. It comes equipped with a tow package and what appears to be the original trailer brake
controller in the cab. The power steering and brakes work great. The heater works great. All the
glass is good all the way around and both manual windows operate as they should.

Cosmetically the truck is also in very good shape. I was told the paint is about 4 years old on
her. The paint is in very good condition other than three scratches on the tail gate and one
scratch on the lower drivers side fender. The bed liner looks new or hardly used and the bed
has no signs of dents or abuse. There are no dents or any bad repair jobs to the body. All the
trim appears to be there and in good shape. The trim piece holding up the head liner is pitted
and shows some rust on it. There is a little bit of rust also showing on the hood of the truck on
the interior. I left the engine compartment as it was and did not detail it, just to show that this
truck was well taken care of. The frame is in great shape and all four wheel covers are in great
shape. Both doors shut and seal solid and the tail gate works with ease. It comes with a custom
cow hide seat cover. The seat does show some wear on the drivers side as you can see in the
pictures but is still in good shape over all. This is a very nice truck. I would not hesitate to hook
a trailer up to it or use it as a daily driver. I will end with saying this is a not a Ford truck and
please only purchase the truck if you intend on following thru with the purchase. I get a lot of
solicitation calls if I leave my in this listing, so please email any questions and leave your if you
would like a call back. Upon purchase of the vehicle, the deposit shall be applied to the
purchase price. Full purchase amount must be sent to seller within 7 days. Out of state buyers
are responsible for registering the vehicle and paying the sales taxes in their home state. It is
the responsibility of buyer to choose the shipping company. Buyer is responsible for all
shipping costs. Seller will not be responsible for the vehicle as soon as the shipper takes
possession of the vehicle. In the event of damage or tampering, Buyer is responsible for filing
any claims directly with the shipping company. International Buyers and Bidders are Welcome.
Seeing it was the first time my adolescent mind ever fell in love. Flash forward a few decades,
and I fell in love all over again when I first laid eyes on this incredible pickup you see in the
photos below! This thing is about as fantastic an example of an F you will come across, and is
the perfect combination of options, extras, upgrades, and looks to make it the perfect truck for
someone! Please take a moment to read the detailed listing, look over the extra-large detailed
photos, and then call me to make it yours before someone else does it first! This Southern born
and bred truck only spent a few brief months in a northern climate before it was rescued and
brought back down to Florida, and it shows like a rust-free Southern truck should. The stunning
Desert Gold paint on the truck is in extremely good condition throughout, and while it appears
factory correct and matches the 7 color code original to what should be on the truck, I have to
believe it was redone at some point, as it simply shows too nice!!! Either way, the finish is
stunning. It is glossy, wet, and slick looking, and has obviously been rigorously cleaned and
maintained over the years, because it has NO faded spots, NO clear-coat issues, and shows like
it was and you were shopping for a used truck! Yes, it does have a few minor blemishes like
miniscule stone chips, hairline scuffs, and other minor surface imperfections, but certainly
nothing that detracts from the overall presentation of the truck as you can tell from the
Extra-Large photos I provided. There is NO sign of any rust, rot, repaired, or replaced panels on
the truck, and it is about as solid an example of ANY vehicle as you could ask for. No chicken
wire, beer cans, or crushed up scrap metal anywhere, and no bondo panels either. It is steel, it
is real, and it looks to be all original too. The aluminum trim on the truck is in very good
condition, and appears to be original as well. All of the emblems and badging look great too,
and are properly affixed. Chrome front and rear bumpers look magnificent, and giant rear step
bumper has a holes for a hitch, along with a frame mounted REESE type box hitch underneath.
Aluminum grill shows like new, and has no cracks or damage evident. There is a heavy duty bed
liner installed in the bed, and I have not removed it, so I cannot tell you what the finish is like
underneath, but looking from the underside of the truck up, I know that it is all steel, looks
factory, and has NO sign of rust, rot, or any other issues. The bed liner itself looks great and
has no sign of damage. Chrome bed rails look fantastic, as do the chrome mirrors, antenna,
door handles and dual exhaust tips. Tail gate opens and closes like it should, and has no sign
of rust or rot inside, at the hinges, or anywhere else. All of the lights look like new, and they all
work like they should. Rear window has some light marks on it, but it could be in the tint.
Windshield has VERY light marks in a couple spots, but is really good. Side windows and vent
windows look perfect. All of the window seals are in excellent condition, and show no dryness
or issues. Inside the cab, all of the door seal rubber is in excellent condition too, with no
dryness or damage. The optional vinyl chain mail bench seat is in excellent condition, with no
damage, dryness, or seam pulls. Carpet is in excellent condition, with no stains, rips, tears, or
damage. Door panels look like new, and the galvanized door pulls show light patina from use.
Window rollers and door pulls look fantastic! Windows go up and down perfectly, with no snags
or extra effort needed. Vent windows open and close as they should. The steering wheel with
factory wrap looks amazing, and has no cracks or issues. Horn works like it should too. Dash is
in excellent condition with no cracks or damage, and just light patina where it was factory

silvered. All of the gauges work like they should and appear to be correctly calibrated.
Speedometer is about 8 mph slower than GPS actual, which I attribute to the taller than stock
tire and wheel combo. Factory AM-FM radio works like it should, and sounds great inside the
cab! Glove box opens to reveal a cleanly finished interior, and the ashtray works as well, with a
functional 12V outlet. Dome light works like it should, as do the dash lights and dimmer. All
wiring looks amazing and clean, and under dash area appears unmolested, clean, and factory
neat. Under the hood, the truck is equipped with the V8 2bbl engine the VIN says it should have!
Engine bay presents as well as a 20K mile, 36 year old truck should. The galvanized factory
inner fenders show patina and marks from normal use, but are solid and straight. Stainless steel
air cleaner unit is clean, and shows only normal signs of use and age. Charcoal canister filter is
in place. All hoses are in good condition, with most appearing to be newer replacements.
Battery is in excellent condition, and has not dropped down in power while the truck has been
here. Radiator is solid, clean, looks to be the original unit, and does not leak. During my time
with the truck, it has NOT run hot once, or even went over the mid-point on the functional
gauge. The engine itself has the requisite blue FORD paint that looks great, but is not perfect. It
has some little marks on it, and signs of normal use and wear, but for a 36 year old engine, it
shows VERY well! Mechanically speaking, the truck has been a dream to have around the store!
Snick the Select-Shift Automatic into gear, and the truck pulls away with plenty of power, and
shifts smoothly and cleanly through all the gears until you get to cruising speed. As mentioned
earlier in the listing, the speedometer is about 8 mph slower than GPS actual, which I attribute
to the taller than stock tire and wheel combo. Handling is neutral, with no pulling or wander, and
the modern radials really help it ride and track nice too. Braking is smooth and sure, with no
pulling, excess fade, or unusual pedal modulation. They are disc in the front and drum in the
rear, with factory power assist. Ride is comfortable, with just enough suspension to absorb the
normal day-to-day bumps in the road without sacrificing payload, hauling, and trailering ability.
The metal is clean, and panels are clean, and everything looks more like it is 6 years old instead
of If you hit it with a wire brush, it comes off to reveal clean metal. Same can be said for a few
exposed bolts and things. Spare tire is intact and hanging under the rear of the chassis. I have
NOT removed it, but it appears original, and is mounted on a steel rim. It feels like it is and you
are shopping for a clean pre-owned truck. There are no known mechanical, electrical, or
functional issues at this time, other than the aforementioned speedometer calibration being off.
This truck is ready to go. It has been safety checked, and all the lights, wipers, and safety items
function as they should. In the area? Come see it. If not, fly down here for a personal showing! I
am willing to bet that the first person who comes here to see it in person will buy it. The title is
in the dealerships name, and this is NOT a consignment car. It is believed to be actual miles, but
feel free to do your due diligence and make your own determination. I think that about does it so
far as information I can supply to you. If you have any other questions, or want me to
photograph something, or check something, please call me at for the fastest response. Has
factory AC that needs servicing. Nicely redone seat. Drives great! This truck belonged to a
widow that only used it occssionaly to haul her mower. It sat in her backyard for a long time. I
had to pressure wash the truck to get the layers of dirt off of her. She starts on first crank! Only
easily sanded surface rust and peeling paint. I actually spot sanded under one piece of trim, just
to see how bad the rust was and it did sanded right off. There's an odd small gouge in hood, like
someone stabbed thr truck. Some of the molding on the passenger side the small lower trim
would need replacing. Personally, If I were going to keep the truck, I remove most, if not all of
the trim for a clean look. Small rust through on RR fender lip. I actually did a section of the rust
on a fender and it sanded right off. Some folks want that!?!?! They call it patina! This is a truck
that will continue to go up in value. Many collectors think that the Ford trucks are the best Ford
ever made. I look for this kind of thing every day, and see maybe a half-dozen a year Mostly
original Pewter silver paint, touched up in spots, decent shine remains. Some rust beginning at
the bed side seam, pinholes in the floor, two small metal patches on the driver's floor, a bit of
rust at the door bottom, tiny spot up on the cab near the drip rail. I'm listing everything I can
find; sounds like a lot but it's actually very minimal, and the truck is very sound.. Interior is
original multi-colored blue in decent driver-quality condition. Bed wood is decent, not great.
Covered by a thick durable rubber liner that makes it fully functional. Engine is the original 2v,
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes. Good running and driving truck, cracked
windshield, missing radio. Baby moon wheels, good radial tires, good brakes, steering, sound
engine, etc. Factory mirrors removed, "clip-on" hotrod driver's side mirror installed Shipping is
the full responsibility of the buyer; I will make myself and the vehicle available for loading on
short notice. While every effort is being made to describe the truck as accurately as possible, it
is in fact a year-old classic, and therefore being sold as-is, without warranty or guarantee
expressed, written, or implied. I don't think you can buy a cooler turn-key classic driver for

under four grand. I am available at for any questions, or more info. Got a classic car to sell? We
can Sell it! Call us Today! Not quite a full-fledged collectable, it nonetheless remains a stylish,
handsome truck in great colors that can still earn its keep around the homestead. While the
other guys drive around in cookie-cutter pickups, you could have something interesting for a
fraction of the price. Everything looks better in black, including working-class hardware like this
Ranger. It's obviously had a good life, and as a lifelong southern truck, it shows no signs of rust
or abuse underneath. The black paint is newer than the truck, of course, and looks pretty good
with a great gloss and no signs of botched bodywork underneath. Yes, it's got some age on it,
which is impossible to hide with black paint, but the overall look is pretty impressive. And yes,
black is the truck's original color, so you don't have to worry about mis-matched door jambs
and underhood areas, because it's all equally nice. It's also not afraid to wear a lot of bright
chrome trim, including the beefy bumpers, egg crate grille, and side trim that fits neatly into the
groove running the length of the body. The bed has a brand new drop-in bed liner so it's not
afraid to work on weekends and a soft tonneau cover seals it up and gives the truck a clean
overall look. If you do take to driving this Ford every day, the interior is a great place to do it.
Freshly upholstered with a matching black seat cover that looks right in the vintage F, plus
black carpets to help control noise and heat, it is ready to go immediately. There's some ersatz
wood trim that actually helps with the ambience, and Ford's familiar square gauges show crisp,
bright markings, although they're only watching the basics. A sliding rear window provides just
the right ventilation, even on warm days and Ford trucks still used vent windows in the door
which also help keep it cool inside. The torquey cubic inch V8 topped by a 4-barrel carburetor is
the right combination of power and efficiency that you'd look for today. It is a transplant but
looks right, offering fresh ignition components and new hoses and other signs of having been
properly maintained over the years. A bit of chrome in the usual places dresses things up a bit
and with power steering, it's easy to drive no matter the load. Ford's rugged "twin I-beam"
suspension isn't the most precise setup ever devised, but it rides nicely and you'll never break
it. Out back, there's a 9-inch, which is equally rugged and according to the door tag, it carries 3.
Long-tube headers feed a dual exhaust system with high-performance mufflers so it's got a
great rumble out on the road, and while it's not detailed for show, the chassis really is quite
clean. Clean old pickups like this still represent great value, and one that can double as a hobby
vehicle on weekends while still working for a living is a bargain in anyone's book. Call today!
Per the eBay User Agreement, by placing a bid you are entering into a legally binding contract
and are committed to purchasing the vehicle described above. The details of this commitment
are further outlined in the eBay User Agreement. Vehicle may be sold by Streetside Classic Cars
prior to the end of the auction. Streetside Classic Cars reserves the right to end its auctions
early or to cancel bids solely at its discretion and shall not be held liable for any such
cancellation. The winning bidder is required to contact Streetside Classic Cars within 24 hours
after the close of the auction to finalize the details of the transaction. This deposit reserves the
vehicle and removes it from the market. Acceptable payment types for deposit are: credit card,
wire transfer, cashier's check, and money order. If winning bidder does not contact Streetside
Classic Cars and submit deposit within 48 hours of auction close, vehicle may be made
available to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer on a first come, first serve basis.
Streetside Classic Cars has represented this vehicle to the best of its ability. Prospective
bidders are encouraged to contact us directly to provide additional information or answer any
questions. Please be aware that all pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or
manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear and mechanical failure. Streetside Classic Cars
encourages bidder to have a personal inspection completed prior to delivery to help ensure
your satisfaction. Third party inspections are to take place prior to a vehicles shipment or
delivery. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with no warranties expressed or implied. Final or
winning bid price does not include shipping, tax, title, or registration fees. It is the purchaser's
responsibility to provide for any state or local taxes and shipping expenses resulting from the
sale. We can assist you in delivery through our network of private and commercial carriers.
Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway. We assume no responsibility for
damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Streetside Classic Cars
bears no liability and shall be held harmless for any complications, expenses, or damages
resulting from a failure to meet these terms as they have been set forth and established herein.
Information is provided to the best of our knowledge and that of the owners of the vehicles, and
we make no warranty or representation regarding the accuracy, truth, or reliability of such
information. We cannot be responsible for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies contained in
information provided by third parties. Streetside Classics is not an expert in the construction,
engineering, finishes, materials, and componentry of every single vehicle we sell. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to either inspect the vehicle personally or via a 3rd party, to ensure

satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to purchase. Streetside Classics strives to perform
extensive visual inspections on all vehicles we represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or
components for inspection purposes and therefore it is always possible that there is hidden
damage that is not readily apparent. All vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or
implied. Please call or email any one of our showrooms at: Charlotte Showroom Phone: Email
sales-cha streetsideclassics. Our sales staff is very knowledgeable and can assist you in every
aspect of the purchase. International buyers welcome! Click here for an estimate. If you decide
to purchase from us, we require that you give us your complete name, address and phone
numbers home, office, mobile and fax and a port of entry that handles containers. All
international purchases must be paid by bank wire transfer in US Dollar funds only. Once we
have received the funds, we will prepare the car for international shipment through one of our
approved land and ocean carriers. We file all the necessary documents for export, deliver the
car to a US port, secure it in containers and board an ocean carrier. We can land a vehicle to
any port worldwide handling container traffic. We export cars regularly and are familiar with
export requirements. You, or your agent, are responsible for Custom clearing the vehicle and
registration in your own country. So what do you do with a Ford F Ranger, how about all three?
The time and money that went into this truck build is shown in its extremely high quality! Ford
put everything they had into the F for This was the last year for the highly stylized chrome
accents on their upper level trim lines like the Ranger. On a truck like this, bright strips help to
serve as a guide to demonstrate how straight the bodylines are. But what everybody will notice
is the paint is so sharp, and so red, it looks like a fire engine. It was repainted the original
T-code color a few years ago, but the shine and the quality is better than anything that came
from the factory. Another one of the subtle changes that makes all the difference is this
growling beast has a lowered suspension for an aggressive stance, highlighted by ninth
generation F model chrome wheels. Despite all this hot rod appearance, this Ford is still a
pickup to its core. That's why the rear chrome bumper still has its trailer hitch, and the bed has
been sprayed with the tough black liner. The rear tonneau cover is great for keeping the weather
out of the truck bed, as well as improving the aerodynamics. Inside someone has gone to great
lengths to keep this red looking factory fresh. The dash, carpet, door panel, and headliner all
match the exterior in a shade that is usually seen in an aggressive sports car. An especially nice
touch is the seat. Made in durable vinyl in the high-wear spots, and comfortable cloth where you
sit, it couldn't be nicer. Also upgraded is a matching center console that includes cup holders.
The Ranger trim level means this one also has nice wood accents, and add some highly
desirable options like air conditioning, power steering, and an upgraded sports wheel, and you
have a winner. A truck that looks this mean has to have the heart to back it up. Under the hood
is a Ford Racing Boss cubic-inch V8 that's so fresh its got only 2, miles since it was installed
check out all the included restoration photos to see more of this beast. But the upgrades don't
stop there. The motor is connected to Hooker headers, dual exhaust, and Hooker performance
mufflers. The result is not only a street-eating sound, but also a dyno-backed horsepower. To
make sure all of this power meets the road, it is connected to Ford's dependable C4 three-speed
automatic transmission, and a Dania 44 rear end. As much as this truck was built to take on
muscle cars, there's an everyday practical side, too. It has power brakes with discs up front,
inch Mesa truck tires, and a 2. This F has all the candy apple and chrome that is beloved at car
shows, but it also can pull tough truck duty. Plus, it has a great original personality that is true
right down to the warranty card and owners manual. It's this kind of great two-trucks-in-one
feeling that we know will go quickly. Don't wait, call today!! Runs and drives and rides great. It
has a cuin with 2 bbl carb and a C-6 transmission. Dual exhust. Its showing 84, It has very little
rust and fair paint. My name is Danny call or text me I also have a ford f flat bed with 5. Clean
interior? How about flawless. This Ford F Ranger looks like has never been used. This is one of
those rare vehicles that comes along for just a brief moment. The Ford exterior is finished in a
breathtaking Black, while being complemented by such a gorgeous Black interior. This color
combination is stunning and absolutely beautiful! Power steering, desirable regular cab short
box truck with show-quality paint. V8 with 3-speed manual transmission. What a great find!!
Who We Are: VanAuto Motorsports specializes in carefully selected, well maintained cars to fit
any budget. Most of our cars are covered by a manufacturer warranty or have a complete
inspection and reconditioning certification included. Through our fair appraisal process, we will
accept your trade-in or pay cash for your car! If we don't have what you're looking for we can
locate the perfect car for you! We have excellent financing options available. At VanAuto
Motorsports, we will do whatever it takes to make your car buying experience a good one! Call
or email us now to assist you with all of your car buying needs! Financing options are available
for those who qualify! If you do not contact the seller within 24 hours, we reserve the right to
seek financial reimbursement for the time and fees incurred and may open a nonpaying bidder

case. The seller must receive full paymen
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t within 7 days unless other approved arrangements are made. With making large purchases
like this we encourage you to personally view the vehicle. Ad created by eCarList. Call to find
out how eCarList can service your dealership. Original paint Motor and Transmission. Interior
and Exterior in Mint condition. To many New items. Runs great.. Equipped with a Small block 4
Barrel Holley Automatic -transmission. Garage kept. Rebuilt motor Upgraded radiator system
Power steering. Full extended warrantyinsurance.. VanAuto Motorsports is honored to present a
most breathtaking example of pure vehicle design decadence Bakersfield, CA. Dallas, OR.
Georgetown, TX. Green Bay, WI. Hanover, MA. Gervais, OR. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Cars for Sale Ford F Ranger. Year Make Ford Model F Year - Make - Model -. Category Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Ford 11 Pontiac 1 Toyota 1. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

